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Name of Program: Workshop by Mr. Aditya Kripalani 

Date of Program: 26th September, 2020 

No. of Participants: 13 

Organized by: TILT, The Film Appreciation Society, ARSD College 

Speaker: Mr. Aditya Kripalani, Filmmaker, Writer, Musician and Producer  

 

On 26th September 2020 with the multi-talented Mr. Aditya Kripalani who made his directorial 

debut with the award-winning film Tikli and Laxmi Bomb (2017). Aditya Kripalani is an 

internationally acclaimed Tilt conducted an interactive and informative session on filmmaker, 

writer, musician, and producer. His movies ‘Tikli and Laxmi Bomb’ and ‘Totta Pataka Item 

Maal’ are both streaming worldwide and throw light on some serious and hard-hitting issues. 

He recently wrote and directed his third feature film ‘Devi aur Hero’ for which he is traveling 

worldwide to numerous film festivals. The session proceeded with Aditya Kripalani sharing 

his personal experience and struggles in the film industry. He talked about his inspiration and 

the aims behind his movies. The talented director shared many tips and techniques for aspiring 

filmmakers. He also advised students on what things they should keep in mind and what 

techniques to avoid when making a movie. Mr. Kripalani highlighted the importance and 

relevance of movies on social issues and his own experience in making movies that talk about 

sex work, feminism, and gender inequality.The event was followed by an interactive and 

candid question and answer session where Mr. Krípalani personally addressed the doubts of 

participants. There was a lot to learn and take from this successful event.                              
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Attendance           

Shoaib Ahmad 

Tanvi Singhal 

Neeraj Kumar 

Rhytm Sachdev 

Veni 

Vibhor Kapoor 

Jyotsana 

Muskan Gopalika 

Vishesh Malik 

Anushka Bharadwaj 

Jayant Tokas 

Anamika Ghai 

Prachi Mittal 

Soumya Sharma 

VIBHOR Sharma 

Kapish 

Kamal 

Gauri 
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